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 COMMITTEE  POSTAL ADDRESS

    MEETINGS
Club meetings are held on the fourth Wednesday 
of every month [except December] at 7.30 pm. 
The venue is the Frog Hollow Reserve Rooms, 
Fordham Ave., Camberwell. Melway 60, B3

 CLUB PERMITS

 COVER IMAGE
A wonderful shot from the mezza-
nine level, of the Citroën Centenary 
display, both Classic and Modern, 
thanks to Geoff Webber for this 
photo. Below, the two award win-
ning Citroëns and Linda Jackson at 
Motorclassica.

   LIFE MEMBERS
The  committee awards life member-
ship to Club members in recognition 
of their contribution to, and support 
of, the Club. Life members are:

Peter Boyle           2003  
Rob Little               2012 
Ted Cross               2012 
Brian Wade           2017                                                                                                               
Sue Bryant            2017

 OTHER CLUBS
Vic       www.citcarclub.org.au

NSW    www.citroencarclub.org.au

QLD     www.citroenclubqld.org

SA        http/clubcitroensa.com

WA       www.citroenwa.com

Tas       www.citroentas.org

  DEADLINE
The deadline for the next edition of 
Front Drive is Monday November 25.
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PREZ SEZ

Another great magazine from Russell for you to enjoy.

It is hard to believe our club year is already half over and I 
hope you agree we have had a busy year for CCOCA members.

 And also a special welcome to new members from around 
Australia. I have been trying to welcome you personally, and 
during these conversations it is clear to me that there are 
many varied and interesting Citroëns joining our club from 
around Australia. In CCOCA a classic Citroën is not judged by 
age or appearance and all member’s Citroëns are welcome. 
And of course many of us have more than one Citroën in our 
possession ( a mea maxima culpa here from me personally ) 
which makes the club more diverse and to continue to grow.

I think it is fair to say our club records are out of date cur-
rently with regards to the numbers of Citroëns owned by our 
members. It would be great if you could all log in to the Club 
Hub data base and update your list of cars for the club. This 
will only take a short time and it will help the committee tar-
get future activities and technical articles. We have also con-
tinued our preference in 2019 to run events into the country 
area when possible.

Recently I was looking at the break- up of models and loca-
tions of members and it is very interesting to see the model 
population and trend by number. Not surprisingly Tractions 
are first, closely followed by 2CV’s and then ID/DS – and a 
good number of vintage and modern Citroëns to round out 
the fleet. You may also be surprised to know that approxi-
mately 40% of our members are outside of Victoria and this 
number is growing.

The rest of the 2019 year is packed with activities and events 
for members to attend. It is fitting to cap off the 2019 (and 
100 years of Citroën), with several events like Motorclassica, 
our joint CCCV/CCOCA Concours and later the French Car Fes-
tival and our joint Christmas party.

Hi Members,

This issue is a tad late, as I had not realised how significant 
(and large) the Citroën Centenary Celebrations, centred 
around Motorclassica would turn out to be.

I had intended their detail to follow in the next magazine as 
this magazine was virtually complete, but the celebrations 
were  so significant, I decided to go with the Centenary theme 
while it was still current in peoples thoughts.

As a result, this special Australian Citroën Centenary issue 
might be seen as something of a photo album, devoid of nuts 
and bolts articles. Since none of us will be around to see the 
Bi-centenary issue, I will tolerate any complaints.

I am especially gratefull to Rob Little and Peter Boyle for 
their photographic contributions to this issue, but especially 
thankful to Bob and Gaye Herbert for allowing me to share 
with you images from their trip to the 23rd 2CV World Meet-
ing held in Samobor in Croatia, the other major Citroën event 
of the year.

The activities page is looking a little sparse, but be assured 
the committee is having the annual "next years activities" 
meeting in November. Should you be inspired to come up 
with something (anything) then the committee is open to  
suggestions.

Should you be inspired to take you car to the French Car Day 
at the Geelong Revival, be aware that there are restrictions 
on how early you can leave with your car at the end of the 
day.

Russell Wade. Editor.

PS. Some of the photos are phone photos, ie the best I had 
available, some phones are better than others in less than 
ideal light conditions.
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Chit Chat Tuesday.

Geelong Revival.

French Car Festival Part of the Geelong Revival. Interested entrants must 
register online  https://geelongrevival.com.au

General Meeting Guest Speaker. Royal Flying Doctor Service.                                                                                                                                         
A donation will be requested on the evening, the amount raised will be 
matched by CCOCA

Boy's Day Out.

CCOCA/CCCV Christmas BBQ

 

Tuesday                5

Fri22-Sun24               

Saturday             23                                                                                                                                               
       

Wednesday        27

Thursday             28

Sunday                8

novEmBEr

dEcEmBEr

ACTIVITIES
I am busy working on several car projects at once which is not 
the smartest way to see progress but my priority for the rest of 
the year is to repair the Traction and keep working on my 1954 
2CV van restoration.

I look forward to meeting you at a future event.

Ted Cross
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CCOCA/CCCV Christmas BBQ  

WHEN:              Sunday 8 December 2019

TIME:    12.00pm – 4.00pm 

WHERE:           Frog Hollow Reserve Rooms 
           Fordham Ave, Camberwell  

        Melway 60, B3 

COST:  All foods including meats, salads, condiments 
and bread along with an ice-cream for dessert 
will be supplied and cooked by CCOCA and 
CCCV.

   
BRING:   Everything for a picnic including cutlery, 

crockery, tables, chairs, glasses and drinks. 

BOOKINGS: Essential 

RSVP: Monday 2 December            
Lee Dennes    0438 286 181 

          activities@citroenclassic.org.au
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                 drivE ShAft drAmA

Ian Macdermott, long time Citroën owner 
(he has owned the Traction shown lower 
right since he was 14 years old) came 
along to share his experience fitting local-
ly-made modern versions of the original 
driveshafts. He had this superb model/
moving template (above) to show the an-
gles and length changes of the driveshafts. 
This issue he encountered relates to the 
inner yoke of the new inner universal joint 
making contact with the lower link arm 
when the suspension is close to maximum 
travel. Possibly, this interference only af-
fects narrow-bodied Tractions. 

On the left Ian has shown where he has 
removed excess metal from the yoke. He 
says, with the benefit of hindsight, that 
removing metal from the top of the lower 
link arm might have been a better ap-
proach to solving the problem. However, 
the modified yokes are working success-
fully.

The grease nipples on the new Spicer inner 
universal joints are more difficult to access 
than on the original Citroën ones. Ian has 
had to use a series of brass pipe fittings to 
allow his grease gun to reach the grease 
nipples when the driveshafts are fitted to 
the car. 

Below right: Ian answering the hard ones 
at the end of his presentation.
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                 DRIVE SHAFT DRAMA



                 THE SWAMP 22-9-2020
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Above. The starters lined up beside their cars at Hurstbridge. Below. At Strathewen Reserve
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                 THE SWAMP 22-9-2019

In the Strathewen Reserve is the Strathewew Bushfire Memorial (above), the dome in the 
centre symbolises a tear, for all the tears shed for the twenty seven locals who perished  in 
the Black Saturday bushfire in February 2009. Each of the twenty seven are named on the 
plaques surrounding the symbolic tear, poignantly the two nearest plaques share the same 
surname..

Below are two of several quiet areas where one can reflect on the gravity of the Black Sat-
urday disaster.

Above. The "Heritage Listed" Swamp having seen better or wetter times.

                        and DUCK POLO
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After a wonderfull barbeque meal, it was "game on" 2CV or Duck Polo on a freshly mown, 
dry part of the Swamp. The idea being  to keep the ball rolling through  4 gates denoted by 
the coloured poles in the corners of the paddock. The yellow poles (above) signify the start/
finish gate, the only rule was NO REVERSING, simply go around again for a second try.

Since anything goes (except reversing), the top 2 shots show the Cross equipe, less back door 
and seat, with Helen at full whack while Ted concentrates on steering, and your old editor, 
standing on the passengers seat for that elusive action shot, upper right.

Below right, at the finishing gate, in the umpires chair is our host Marg, keeping an eye on the 
stopwatch. We must thank Marg and her helpers for yet another brilliant out of town event.
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We must thank Bob and Gaye for providing 
these images from the 2CV World Meeting 
in Samobor.  This uncaptioned selection 
is from the talk given by Bob on the Club 
night, where he turned up in the French 
waiters outfit (shown right) obtained with 
great difficulty, to share some of their sel-
dom seen experiences of France and then 
Croatia.

The empty green bottles above, and the 
bota bags in earlier photos, hint at a bit of 
a tipple in the European summer.

Below, the weirdest? photo, like Macca's 
they are everywhere, including Samobor.
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 JournAliStS tESt clASSic citroËnS
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   Six brave drivers ready to let the journalists have a thrash in their Classic Citroëns

The base camp for the test drives was at Boathouse Road, in Studley Park, off the Yarra Boulevard. 
The owners driving their cars there from the Exhibition Building, while your old Editor travelled 
there in a new C3 Aircross. With the Department of Digging seemingly around every corner, it was 
very impressive to see the Speed Sign Recognition hardware in the C3 picking up all the "roadwork 
ahead" speed signs, although the driver pointed out that it varies, and works better in some cars 
of the same make and model compared with others.

The images below, show the six Classic Citroëns in cool down mode, returning to base camp after 
a journalistic thrash.

How good is it to see a young P plater joining 
the Citroën fraternity, but allowing motoring 
journalists to drive his first and only car (the 
CX) is simply fantastic.

The Chase cars, taking the journalists and the 
editor to the Base Camp.

 Left to right, C5 Aircross, C3 Aircross and C3
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   Above, inside the SM, a touch  over 60 kph (mph speedo) in the 35 zone,  below,  60 in the CX

Left, two Journo's hard at 
it, one returning Ferdi's car, 
while the other, with huge 
camera bag is busy texting 
about his latest Classic car 
thrills.

Below, floating along in the 
DS, a journalist is testing the 
roll angles
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 motorclASSicA                                                                                                                                       
wElcomE dinnEr                   

  
           fridAY 
11th octoBEr 2019                   
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IL CARRETTO (The Cart) hence the outside cart above, and the inside cart, below left

With Melbourne being the epicentre for the Citroën Centenary Celebrations, it was hearten-
ing to see this dinner was not just a Melbourne centric event, but it was attended by  six from 
Queensland, three from New South Wales, five from Tasmania, three from Western Australia 
and two from South Australis, as well as some out of town Victorians.
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Looking at this incomplete list of 
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Left. Tim in full flight, using his Vice Principals 
voice to good effect to cut through the din.

Above. Dapper Dave.

Upper right. Birthday girl, Libby.

Lower. Author. Geoff.

Bottom right. Helen, who (with some sug-
gestions from Ted) pulled the strings and 
pushed the buttons, to get this event up 
and running. On behalf of everyone there 
a big thank you to Helen.

                                                 Russell. Editor
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A wonderfull variety of Citroëns outside 
on Saturday, including rarities such as the 
AX GT and Safari.

Right.Inside, I tried to photograph each 
car indiviually, but not all the front and 
rear views could be shown. Other views 
of the B14 on the lower left, right page 
and others will follow in future maga-
zines.
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Left. Linda Jackson waiting to 
address the crowd.

Above. Very hard to get all 2 
decaps in the one shot.

Below. Two mega rare, pre 
war French motorcycles (with 
pedals) were being offered for 
sale by a motorcycle restorer.
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Many other makes were celebrating aniversaries, with Mini turning 60. Three special exam-
ples shown, left, Fastback, centre, Broadspeed and right, Ogle variants. Also celebrating their 
centenary, Bentley had a wide variety inside and out. Bottom, keeping up to date, a range of 
3D printed items, while President Ted, and Helen meet Linda Jackson.

John won the award for the Best In Class 
(post war classic), he and Jenny are shown 
with the car above.

On the left, Rob is presented with his Trophy 
for the Best Citroën by Linda. Note the im-
age of Rob's car displayed on both monitors.

Below, Rob and Libby pose beside the ID, 
trophy in hand.

Chatting to Linda, Rob found a tenuous con-
nection, his father was born in the same city 
as Linda, Coventry.

Linda Jackson, the worldwide CEO of Citroën, 
in Australia for the first time, posing with the 
cars of two of the prize winners from your club 
CCOCA. Above with the Big 6 H of John Grieve. 
and lower, with the ID19 of Rob Little.
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Authors, Geoffrey Webber, Helen Walker and Mark Gordon.

Hello folks…..this is my second book review this year and like the last one…..Citroën 100 
years, this one is a similarly heavy tome indicating no 1 paper.

As far as the size is concerned the book is 290 mm square…..it is an improvement, the other 
tome is more portrait than landscape.

For many years I subscribed to Automobile Quarterly which was truly such a landscape for-
mat that photos of cars could usually be seen on one page.

I will get one criticism out of the way here, and that is there are a number of photos of the 
DS printed on two pages…..the line of the car is somewhat compromised.

OK, on with the review.

The one aspect I like was the way the Contents page outlines in great simplicity where the 
book is going.

The first two chapters are of a history and it follows the variations to the theme of the DS 
(not forgetting the ID) that gave me a lot of satisfaction.

I loved the pencilled drawings, it would seem by the signature as that of Geoff Webber.

Not just a lover of the DS, an author, photographer and really good with a pencil.

The Citroën models 1919-2019 on page 356, Geoffrey ol boy does not have my Big 15 Big 
boot.

Tsk…..tsk!!

Really the best part of this book (apart from the fact that it is in ENGLISH!!) and here I will slip 
into superlatives now that I have divested myself of a few niggles, is the superb thumb nail 
portraits of the people that here in Australia own, covert, hoard or otherwise have wrapped 
their love and dare I say egos around the magnificent lines of the sedan, safari and coupe 
which the world has recognised as the truly best designed body shapes of all time. Never, 
may I say that the likes of the DS will ever be seen again.

I must note here as well, that the format and photography is without equal…..the one that 
truly grabbed me was the DS owned by Michel Berry.

Truly, the DS is without peer and the people who brought it to life as noted in the Dream 
Team, and those that owned or still own a DS are the weft and weave of this cosmic fabric, 
that we proudly call the greatest car ever to grace the highway and byway.

                                         BOOK REVIEW 
CITROËN DS  The classic car in Australia
 

I truly enjoyed seeing numerous owners with their pride and joy…..a lot of them I know 
personally…..to many to note I regret. They all glow with pride when the discussion turns to 
their cars when I have been in conversation with them over the years I have been a member 
of CCOCA.

Back to the book…..I felt that the script was superb…..simple yet sophisticated, detailed yet 
not clogged with minutia and very readable as it bounced (sorry…..no, the DS glides…..un-
less the spheres are out of action, then it will bounce!!) along from the first page to the last.

The warm and fuzzy 
feeling that I per-
sonally found being 
a member of the 
DS tribe (without 
having owned one) 
simply boils down 
to the way this book 
has been written.

Would I recom-
mend owning a 
copy let alone read-
ing it…..then yes 
and folks shortly 
a copy will occupy 
pride of place in my 
library once I have 
found some space.

I do covert a certain 
DS safari that once 
I get my faffing big 
s h e d / b a r n / m a n 
cave I will be arm 
twisting the current 
owner to sell it to 
me.

It’s all your fault…..
you three authors.

Max Lewis.

                    37
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BlAStS from thE PASt or thEn And now

                   39

Good to see Peter and Maria Boyle turn up 
to Motorclassica on Saturday. They were 
celebrating 49 years to the day, since they 
brought their Citroën B12 to the Classic Car 
Show, a predecessor of Motorclassica. 

One of Maria's strongest recollections of 
that day 49 years ago, (the first day of their 
honeymoon), is of Pete shouting (above 
the engine and gear noise) the odd uncom-
plimentry remark at or about other drivers, 
as he struggled with the mediocre 2 wheel 
brakes and pathetic bulb horn on that trip 
into the Exhibition Building.

The memory of this event prompted Pete 
to dig out some of the images from a past 
Classic Car Show.                      Thanks Pete.

PS. Pete has moved the Old Girl, the Citroën 
B12 on to another Citroën enthusiast.

                                Now...October 2019                                                                Then ... Early seventies.

                   Now... October 2019

Then... Pete and the Old Girl (the Citroën B12) 
and the new girl, Maria.
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